
PROTECTION



BOGGES is a company focussed on research, development, testing and expertise in the field 
of ballistic and blast protection. Our team is ready to fulfill your requirements for personnel 
and vehicle survivability development and enhancement based on advanced materials and 
technologies. 

We are providing the services which will help you to achieve the following objectives:

ü To protect against ballistic threat:
ú Testing and certification of vehicle, personnel and critical infrastructure protection.
ú Complete design route of vehicle armour from integration study on 3D model through 

preparation of armour panels for ballistic testing up to the vehicle armour prototype 
production and its full certification according to relevant international and national 
standards.

ü To protect against mines and IED threat:
ú Design route of vehicle blast protection from numerical simulation through blast tests of 

panel samples to the blast tests of real vehicle.
ú Testing, development and evaluation of protection against landmines and IEDs including 

Explosively Formed Projectiles charges.

ü To protect against warheads:
ú Static tests using shaped charge (RPG and ATGM warheads): e.g. testing of reactive 

armour and spall-liners.
ú Dynamic tests using RPGs and ATGMs: e.g. testing of SLAT armour or active armour 

solutions.

ü Other special requirements:
ú Material expertise.
ú Advanced equipment and skilled experts in the field of terminal ballistic, material 

characterization and analysis: high speed camera, HYBRID III dummy, acceleration and 
overpressure sensors, mechanical properties testing, SEM microscopy with EDX, WDX 
and EBSD, X-ray diffraction, heating microscopy, high temperature dilatometry, 
environmental testing, etc.

BOGGES goal is to fulfil your requirements by combination of very high flexibility, skilled team 
of experts and utilization of most recent equipment and testing facilities.

ú Technology demonstrator of BMP vehicle upgrade realized by EXCALIBUR ARMY in cooperation with BOGGES.



Tests in ballistic laboratory.

Outdoor proving ground tests with RPG-7.

IED and mine protection tests.

Design of vehicle protection from 3D model to technology demonstrator.
/BMP vehicle upgrade realized by EXCALIBUR ARMY in cooperation with BOGGES/

complex 



http://www.bogges.cz

BOGGES, spol. s r.o.
Rudice 1

679 06 Rudice
Czech Republic

phone: +420 777 248 604
e-mail: info@bogges.cz

About BOGGES

BOGGES is an ISO 9001:2008 certified company focussed on 
research, development, testing and expertise in the field of ballistic 
and blast protection and high performance materials. Our team is 
ready to fulfill your requirements for personnel and vehicle 
survivability development and enhancement based on advanced 
materials and technologies.
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